ROLE OF CONSUMER PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES IN FAST FOOD INDUSTRY
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ABSTRACT
This study examines the behavior of consumer in fast food industry. The customer psychology strongly affected from other customer’s word of mouth, review’s and pricing policy of a company. In this study, we examine the consumer psychology with three factors (referent price, referent deservingness and fair pricing). The three factors become a cause to reduce the anger of consumer and due to this customer satisfy from the operations of fast food industry. We distribute more than 300 questionnaire for analyze our research hypothesis. After analyze we conclude that referent price does not impact on customer anger but it impact on satisfaction of customer. The referent deservingness and price fairness has significant impact on anger of customer and satisfaction of customer. This study provides useful information to fast food sector regarding customer psychology.
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INTRODUCTION
Fast food is a highly growing industry in the present era (Trafialek et al., 2019). Fast Food that food who needs very little time for preparation and serving a customer; most of the people like it very much, as compared to traditional food due to its price and its delicious taste (Xiao, Yang, & Iqbal, 2018). It’s suggested, that in 2050 60% more food will be produced for the 9 billion people in the world (FAO, 2019). In Pakistan it’s the second-largest industry and ranks 8th worldwide, it contributes 16% in total employment. More than 1000 large food processing corporations operate here. Even every person spends approximately 42% of its income on food and retail sales 10% expand annually. The fast food business is growing 20% annually.
Consumers spend very little time to understand the fast food recipes and to purchase it (Souiden, Chaouali, & Baccouche, 2019). The behavior of Consumers concerning food steadily developed day by day (Savelli et al, 2019). Now, they don’t like to spend more time to preparing food in their home, like a traditional way, but they like to eat those foods that are being prepared by others with short time and cost (Rai & Rawal, 2019). Thereby, the fast-food industry is growing.

Savelli et al. (2019) conclude that, today youngster more like fast food, because it takes little time to prepare and it can be served to customer within a limited efforts (Pérez Villarreal, 2020) just like pasta, bread, fruits, etc. They found positive result after a thorough study on the behavior of Italian students concerning quality and buying decision of fast food. That’s why, the fast-food industry is becoming a trend in present era due to its fair price and quality (Ahmed, Naseer, Asadullah, & Khan, 2020) hereby customers initially observe the price and quality of fast food, if it is fair, then they make their behavior regarding the purchase it (Trafialek et al. 2019) otherwise, they turn back toward traditional food. The customer's experience and review’s regarding company operations are very important source for new customer during purchase decision and company’s also to form pricing and servicing policies (Van, 2016; Watkinson, 2013). On the other hand, fast food is spreading health diseases in customers just like diabetes, fats, etc (Xiao, Yang, & Iqbal, 2018; Ibitomi, 2018). Customer firstly observes, whether the price of products justify its outcome being desired by them or not (Susilo, 2020). Equity theory suggests that multiple price offering concerning to specification products and service is a key factor to satisfy the customers for further business (Lastner et al., 2019; Kim, 2018). Referent and fair price offering has a strong appeal in the fast-food industry (Jothilakshmi, 2019). So, there have a need to understand the factors that impact customers’ behavior to accept the price for products & services for satisfaction through pricing policy of company.

The objectives of this study are as follows:
- To examine the relation of referent price and customer anger.
- To examine the relation of referent price and satisfaction.
- To examine the relation of referent deservingness and satisfaction.
- To examine the relation of price fairness and customer anger.
- To examine the relation of price fairness and satisfaction.
- To examine the relation of customer anger and satisfaction.
- To check the mediation of customer anger between referent price and satisfaction.
- To check the mediation of customer anger between referent deservingness and satisfaction.
- To check the mediation of customer anger between price fairness and satisfaction.

For achieve the satisfaction of customers is essential for the fast food industry to charge fair price from customers on every product & service (Riquelme et al., 2019; Trafialek et al., 2019)) means that all prices of product satisfy the customer expectations and being effected from referent price, referent deservingness, price fairness and customers anger being crossed by it (Lastner et al., 2019). The companies should form those pricing policies who being followed by their relevant businesses, because if customers get negative word of mouth through referent customer and they realize that the product’s prices is not fair, then they become angry and they avoid to transact anymore ( Riquelme et al., 2019; Tuzovic et al., 2014; Susilo, 2020). The anger is also an important element in order to get satisfaction of customer that arises from social, cultural gap, it’s very important for companies to realize the negative factors, because without
eliminating these factors fast food industry could not satisfy the customer (Adam & Brett, 2018). Fair price means, that customer realizes, that fast food charge the reasonable price for a products, while numerous offering available in the market, otherwise they will be turned to another product (Hasim, Manaf, & Ali, 2020; Zietsman, Mostert, & Svensson, 2019). Equity theory states, that motivation of any person toward the specific action arises, when he/she realize, that these actions are going to his/her financial favor. The quality of product & service could also judge by its price and reference of customer is the prime factor that remains satisfy the customer (Ahrholdt, Gudergan, & Ringle, 2019).

Satisfaction is a positive mental state of customers that will be developed after consuming the product or services (Yusheng & Ibrahim, 2019; Khokhar & Khokhar, 2020). Ogbechi, Okafor and Orukotan (2018) states that there are multiple features in products & services that plays a vital role to create satisfaction in customers. So, companies need to follow the customer psychological studies and showing Excellency in their performance (Suhud et al., 2020). Price is the most important feature among them, who directly affects customers’ behavior. Price represents the outer quality of products and retains customers for a long time with specific product or service, especially in fast food (Hikmawati et al., 2018). Ibitomi (2018) concludes that fast food industry most growing industry during these days and fair pricing, referent pricing and deservingness has core reason for it. If customers realize that the price is fair of this products and other customer also accept this product on this price, then they transact business, otherwise they move from here. Lastner et al. (2019) concludes that whenever customers realize negative feeling regarding pricing policies of fast food. Then, he/she shows anger towards products. Furthermore, if other customers’ also provide negative references regarding fair price, then these negative feeling more grow and if the reference is positive ,then anger tend to diminish. The anger in customers arises from multiple sources, but in social emotions, it mainly arises from other customer’s references and their own experience (Le & Ho, 2020). It also provides a great experience to companies for learn the customer psychology (Van, 2016). Customer satisfaction in fast food industry comes after eliminating negative feeling through price fairness, referent pricing and referent deservingness. When customers realize, that price of fast food product is fair, then they transact with the company (Ali, Imm, Yee, & Akhtar, 2018). Equity theory also states, that fair price has a vital role to motivate anyone toward specific action or transaction, especially in food industry, it cores element to create satisfaction in customers through pricing and deservingness companies can diminish anger of customer and finally the customer satisfy (Weber, Bradley, & Sparks, 2017; Lastner et al., 2019).

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

**Referent price and Satisfaction**

Today every company charge variant price for a customer against their product quality, features, cost etc (Atmaja & Yasa, 2020). The purpose of this practice is to enhance the satisfaction of customer. The fast food industry deals with every class of a customer. Hereby, every customer has their own choice, taste, preferences and purchasing power (Konuk, 2019). In which the most prominent factor who stimuli the satisfaction of customer is pricing policy of a company. Every customer initially checks product quality, features with a price. Especially, the word of mouth and reaction of other customers against the product price (Atmaja & Yasa, 2020). For this purpose, companies should make their pricing policies in the light of customer’s behavior for enhance their satisfaction (Goussinsky, 2015). In equity theory states, that only satisfied
customers could feel that company treat fair with them and they do not only motivate for further transaction, but also refer other customers there (Lastner et al, 2019).

H$_1$ There is significant relationship between referent price and customer satisfaction Referent price and Customer Anger

The anger is the emotional feedback of customers toward the services of companies and gives the opportunity to companies to moderate their services accordingly (Min, Joireman, & Kim, 2019). For this purpose, restaurant should amend their pricing policies for getting the satisfaction of customers (Cheshin et al., 2018). The companies should form strategy for monitoring, amending and improving the customers’ feedback process and try to eliminate negative factors that impact on customers’ behavior, because due to excessive use of e-commerce customers’ feedback/ review are becoming very popular for assess the company’s performance (Ismagilova, Dwivedi, & Slade, 2019; Chowdhury, 2021). Customer’s anger could be eliminated by charge fair price for a product; that is generally accepted and referred by all customers (Glikson et al., 2019; Jerger & Wirtz, 2017). So, the company should monitor the feedback and reviews of customer regarding price, in order to create positive image in a market. Thereby, every customer become a pillar of positive environment of company in a market hereby, a company can also control those factors who become a cause of customer anger (Goussinsky, 2015). In equity theory states that if anyone realizes that the company treats unfair with it financially, and then he/she will have been becoming angry and will not be willing to execute the further transaction (Lastner et al., 2019) in this situation, referent price can handle this situation and bring turn back to it.

H$_2$ There is significant relationship between referent price and customer anger Referent deservingness and Customer Anger

Rai and Rawal (2019) concludes that fast food useful for time-saving, money saving. Furthermore, other consumers are also refer it to another customer, because they consider that the fast deserve for them. That’s why, fast food becomes most familiar everywhere especially, in the busy life of cities. Life has become very busy, now a day nobody has much time to search and select food in the presence of number of choices in the market. In this situation references of other customers are very important; in this way one can get a food that have a fair price and favorable taste with little effort (Kokkoris, Sedikides, & Kühnen, 2019). Customer anger regarding product can be eliminate if other customer refer this product to other customer. Those customers who have similar characteristics and perception regarding product quality and price, they can refer the product to each other. In this way, if any customer has a negative feeling regarding product, then other customer reference can be moderate the behavior and negative feeling change into positive feeling (Konuk, 2019). Because in equity theory states that if anybody feels that company's not fairly treating it in a financial manner, then he/she will be turn from there. In this situation, other customer’s group reference is very important, because in this way one can realize that he/she treated by the company with justice and fairly (Lastner, 2019; Feather, 2015).
H3 There is significant relationship between referent deservingness and customer anger

Price fairness and Customer Anger

Today fast food is becoming a sign of high social status. People mostly eat food outside from home to show their sound financial worth (Atmaja & Yasa, 2020). Furthermore, there is an increase in customer spending on food as compare to previous years. Thereby, there is also an increase in number of restaurants in fast food market (Hasim, Manaf, & Ali, 2020). That’s why, there is need to deeply examine the consumer behavior to increase market share. In which, the most important element is price fairness (Hasim, Manaf, & Ali, 2020). If the price level is most low then it became bad factor for restaurant, hereby if price level keep at high then it became bad factor for customer. If price does not match with customer perception and their financial worth, then they become angry and move from here (Konuk, 2019).

H4 There is significant relationship between price fairness and customer anger

Price fairness and Satisfaction

While customers are involving in buying decision then Price does an important role to select favorable products then it meets customer’s expectation and satisfies those (Qalati et al., 2019; Ahmed, Naseer, Asadullah, & Khan, 2020). In fast food the industry has high appeal to form price in the light of customers expectation for getting satisfaction because customers are steadily turning from traditional food towards fast food in this situation, if the price does not meet customers expectation, then customers will turn back (Souiden, Chaouali, & Baccouche, 2019). Darmawan (2018) concludes that price has primary importance in customers purchase decision when customer involves in buying decision making, then he/she firstly mostly pay attention towards price if the price meets with his/her expectation then customers pay attention towards other features otherwise vice versa. Everyone wants to get satisfaction through products, because satisfaction is the mental state of customers, in which products qualify to meets customers expectation(Ismagilova, Dewivedi, & Slade, 2019) for this the purpose, there are numerous factors who impact on customers purchase decision to get satisfaction, but among these factors, price is very important (Shah, Husnain, & Zubairshah, 2018). So, fast food industries firstly focus on their pricing policy to attract and satisfy customers.

H5 There is significant relationship between price fairness and customer satisfaction

Customer anger and Satisfaction

Anger is the negative feeling arises in customers mind concerning product & service, when they feel unfair treatment from the company (Le & Ho, 2020; Riquelme et al., 2019). These negative feeling mainly arises after using a product and most important other customers reviews or feedback, especially in the fast food industry (Izquierdo-Yusta et al., 2019). The negative emotions in customer’s mind arise from many sources and they become a source of learning opportunity to companies (Van, 2016). If companies’ services for customers do not match with their perception, then customer becomes angry and dissatisfy there (Iyiola & Ibidunni, 2013). So, this anger of customer leads toward dis-satisfaction and only well trained marketing employee can handle this situation and turn back the customer on company’s platform for further business (Glikson et al., 2019; Cheshin et al., 2018; Jerger & Wirtz, 2017). Today the number of restaurants is increasing rapidly and they involve in fierce competition (Pérez
Villarreal, 2020) and every customer put his/her own positive or negative feedback on online customers' review system, in this situation’s very necessary to provide customers excellent service better than competitors and eliminate negative factors from services, just like over pricing, lead time and negative word of mouth (Min, Joireman, & Kim, 2019) in order to creating positive emotions in customers for achieving the satisfaction of customer (Dinçer & Alrawadieh, 2017; Cai & Chi, 2018). In fast-food industry have fierce competition there are numerous factors have prevailed in restaurants, who are becoming helpful in exploring and attracting customers' among these factors price is the core factor who have a primary influence on customers' if price achieve customers expectation, then customer examine the features of the product and when this products performance overcome the negative feeling of customers, then the fast-food industry achieve satisfaction (Ferguson, 2014). In equity theory states, that if customers feel that the money who they are going to pay for products fulfill their expectations, then they satisfy from restaurant and motivate to transact with it in the future (Lastner et al., 2019).

**H6 There is significant relationship between customer anger and customer satisfaction**

Referent price, Customer anger and Customer Satisfaction

Dekker (2018) concludes, that some restaurants in Europe allow customers to eat meals and enjoy their services after finish it, they gives a right to customers, which they own to decide what should be paid for them. Price should be set on that level, where customers deserve it, in this situation, other customers review’s also very important (Ahmed, Naseer, Asadullah, & Khan, 2020). For this purpose, the company charges low prices with new customers in order to retain it and also check the purchase history of existing customers to change their pricing strategy accordingly, to get higher satisfaction of customers (Lee & Fay, 2017). Watkinson (2019) concludes, that if specific brand or service fulfill the customers' expectation just like price, taste, etc. and overcome the negative feelings in customers’ towards it, then customer demand for this product in the future repeatedly. If companies services are not met with the expectation of customers, then customers not satisfy there (Iyiola & Ibidunni, 2013). So, it’s very necessary to collect and analyze customers feedback carefully and write down the major negative factors in services, then form policies to uproot these factors (Trafialek et al., 2019) it’s not possible to eliminate fully negative factors from services, but it must be goes down if restaurants seriously struggle to overcome it (Noeth, 2018). Other customers' review does an important role for new customers, when they involve in checking the price of products and, then realizing that this product deserves for this price or not in this situation restaurants should carefully analyze the customer's feedback review for retain existing and attracting new customers (Renic & Mandic, 2018). In equity theory states, that if all customers realize that restaurant charges fair prices with all of us, then they realize that this restaurant is best for this product (Ashworth & McShane, 2012; Lastner et al., 2019).

**H7: Customer anger mediates the relationship between referent price and customer satisfaction**

Customer Anger, Price fairness and customer satisfaction

In a fast food industry has fierce competition now a day. So, in order to get competitive edge every fast food company fully and enthusiastically focuses on their operations. In this situation, sometime they violate the customer perception and formulate pricing and quality policies regarding product on the basis of their own experience (Hasim, Manaf, & Ali, 2020).
Thereby, they receive complain from customer. These complain become a learning opportunity for fast food industry. Because complain provide clear guideline to industry for track their mistake. Mostly these complain belongs to pricing (Atmaja & Yasa, 2020). If price is not fair then customer definitely filed a complaint in company regarding it. The unfair price becomes a customer’s angry and he/she does not want to transact with a company (Konuk, 2019). So, anger mediates the relation between satisfaction and anger. If anger is high then this relation becomes weak and if anger is low then this relation strength goes to high (Le & Ho, 2020). So, companies try to diminish the anger of customer in order to strength the relationship between price fairness and satisfaction of customer.

\( H_8 \) Customer anger mediates the relationship between price fairness and customer satisfaction

Customer Anger, referent deservingness and customer satisfaction

Deservingness is a positive feeling of someone towards the price of goods & services arise from online feedback reviews of other customer’s and the customer's own experience (Ismagilova, Dewivedi, & Slade, 2019; Suhud et al., 2020). In the present era everyone involves in decision making between multiple offering and selection of those products that are beneficial for them especially, in a financial manner (Pérez Villarreal, 2020). In this situation, other customer’s review plays a vital role for anyone to make mind or emotion concerning products, that those products deserve for this price or not (Kokkoris, Sedikides, & kuhnen, 2018; Abeyta, Routledge, & Sedikides, 2017). In fast-food industry have multiple offering for customers and only by referring or influencing of other customer’s anyone can feel that products of this industry deserve for these prices or not, then they will be motivated toward this product. In equity theory states that, if anyone feels that company create it fairly in a financial manner, then it will become more motivated toward them (Lastner et al., 2019).

\( H_9 \) Customer anger mediates the relationship between referent deservingness and customer satisfaction

METHODOLOGY

The target population for this research was customers of different fast food companies. A large number of customers participated in this research. We used a schedule questionnaire to analyze the proposed hypothesis. For measure, the customer’s anger measure collected from (Bolton et al, 2010) and for referent deservingness measure collected from (Ashworth & McShane, 2012) and for price fairness measure collected from (Malekwa, 2014) and for customer’s satisfaction measure collected from (Ragunathan & Irwin, 2001). The fast-food companies didn’t maintain their customers’ record properly and there are no authentic online portals of fast-food customers’ data. So, we used a convenience sampling technique and collect data from 306 respondents. The researchers himself approached to their respondents and also give refreshment against their response. The respondents belonged to different local, national, and international fast-food brands. After collecting the data, we used SPSS to measure the descriptive analysis and frequencies of data. Furthermore, we used AMOS for structural equation modeling and test the validity and hypothesis of this study.
Table 1. Sample items measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer Anger</td>
<td>Thinking about the price charged for this (product) makes me frustrated</td>
<td>(Bolton et al. 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent deservingness</td>
<td>The other customer deserved to pay a lower price than me.</td>
<td>(Ashworth &amp; McShane, 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price fairness</td>
<td>The price I am paying is fair for service</td>
<td>(Malekwa, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>This service provider fulfilled my needs</td>
<td>(Raghunathan &amp; Irwin, 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent price</td>
<td>The other customer and I paid the exact same amount for the food.</td>
<td>(Lastner et al, 2019)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCEPTUAL MODEL
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In first we check the reliability of data. In order to check the reliability, we use Cronbach alpha value (Cronbach, 1951) for all proposed variables. In this test I check the internal consistency of data who always fall between 0 to1 referred by (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011) in the below table I show the Alpha value of each variable and overall. All values have an alpha value above .78 and
near to .9 who is very fruitful for our research. After this test, I come to know that our research
data is best for our further analysis.

Table 2. Alpha value of each variable and overall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>No. of Items</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>KMO &amp; BARTLET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer Anger</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.825</td>
<td>.676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent deservingness</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.828</td>
<td>.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price fairness</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.889</td>
<td>.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Satisfaction</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.782</td>
<td>.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent Price</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.919</td>
<td>.738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>.902</td>
<td>.738</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also check the adequacy of data for this purpose; we do a test of Kaiser Meyer Olkin (KMO) and Bartlet. The purpose of this test is to check that the data is sample error-free or not. The disrupt data eradicated from our research or not. For this purpose, Kaiser suggests value is .5 if values of this test near to .5 and above from it and near to .9 then our data is useful for our research (Kaiser, 1974; Cerny & Kaiser, 1977). In the above table, our variables value above .6 and the highest value is .891 of price fairness it means our data is free from sampling error and all data is valuable for our research.

In this research 306 respondents participate, who belongs to different fast-food restaurants and brands and there are no missing values in this research data. The males are more participate as compare to female, hereby the mean of gender is 1.3366 and the standard deviation is .47332. The variation of means is very minor in this test and rang is 1. They have positive skewness means data is upward from means .695. The average age of respondent is 22.4118 means mostly respondent is teenage. We already know that mostly youngsters like the fast food (Khokhar & Khokhar, 2020). The standard deviation of age is 4.41240, means only 4.4 years difference from mean and the range is 35 years it means our respondents mostly younger and teenage. The skewness of age is 1.537 means the skewness is positive and the value is more than mean. The years of affiliation participants with their respective brands are more than 5 years and 3.63351 standard deviation means variation from mean of data is 3.6, it is low risk and the range is 24 years. It has positive skewness is .457 means it above the mean. In variables, customer anger and referent deservingness mean is 2.6 and 2.9 respectively, it means mostly respondents disagree with our questions here, but the standard deviation is .8632 and .9376 means variation is very high from the mean. So, we can’t say that the respondent totally disagrees with our questions. The range of this test is 4 and skewness is positive in .457 for customer anger and negative -.103 for referent deservingness. It means in customer anger response is above from mean and in deservingness response is below than mean. The price fairness and customer satisfaction mean is 3.1846 and 3.1528 respectively means respondent mostly respondent agree with our questions but the standard deviation is .84774 and .88853 respectively and range is 4. So, we can’t say all respondents agree with our questions, because risk is very high. The skewness is -.521 and -.155 means both skewness below than mean.

The next, we test the correlation between variables. For this purpose, we form the measurement model of all variables on Amos and fit the model for further analysis and we found correlation and covariances of variables. The correlation means the relations of variables strong or weak this relation test through a beta estimate of all variables. In below table shows the
relationship between variables and their estimates. The correlation relationship falls between -1 and +1. The -1 mean there is a negative relationship between a variable and +1 show the strong positive relationships exist between variables and 0 means there is no relationship between variables (Galton & British, 1885; Pearson, 1895). In this table, we can see all relationship is positive and strongly correlated between them. In which, the most positive relation is referent deservingness and customer Anger who is .773. It is the strongest relation and referent price and price fairness have low positive relation who is .401.

Table 3. Correlation between variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>ESTIMATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Referent Price</td>
<td>Referent deservingness</td>
<td>.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent Price</td>
<td>Price fairness</td>
<td>.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent Price</td>
<td>Customer Anger</td>
<td>.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent Price</td>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent deservingness</td>
<td>Customer Anger</td>
<td>.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price fairness</td>
<td>Customer Anger</td>
<td>.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent deservingness</td>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price fairness</td>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>.636</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The below diagram shows the covariance’s between variables. The estimate means the beta value between variables. It shows the strength of the relationship between variables. In this diagram strongest relationship falls between referent deservingness and customer anger who is .747. The standard error shows the other variables effect on relationships and all relation is significant. It means the relation of the variables is strongly supported by our research.

Table 4. Strength of the relationship between variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Referent Price</td>
<td>Referent deservingness</td>
<td>.345</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent Price</td>
<td>Price fairness</td>
<td>.386</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent Price</td>
<td>Customer Anger</td>
<td>.470</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent Price</td>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>.556</td>
<td>.091</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent deservingness</td>
<td>Customer Anger</td>
<td>.747</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price fairness</td>
<td>Customer Anger</td>
<td>.736</td>
<td>.099</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent deservingness</td>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>.736</td>
<td>.099</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price fairness</td>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>.736</td>
<td>.099</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The below table shows the standardized beta and unstandardized beta ad standard error. It is not possible that all variables have variances according to our estimation. Because our
estimation shows through standard deviation, but some time variation in a variable doesn’t follow the variation shows in standard deviation. So, for the measurement, this type of variation, we use the unstandardized coefficient in the below table, unstandardized beta is positive in all independent variable case and it is low in referent deservingness .068 and high in price fairness who is .523. The standard error shows the variation occurs due to other variables that we are not estimated (Arshad, Jugo & Rohin, 2017). If variation in independent variable following the standard deviation, then we can say it is standardized variation and it is shown in beta given below that is low in referent deservingness is .071 and high in price fairness is .499.

Table 5. Standardized beta and unstandardized beta ad standard error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficient</th>
<th>Standardized Beta</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Referent Price</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>.766</td>
<td>1.306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent deservingness</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>.545</td>
<td>1.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price fairness</td>
<td>.523</td>
<td>.499</td>
<td>.484</td>
<td>2.065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above table secondly, we test the collinearity of the independent variable. The purpose of this test is to analyze whether the independent variable highly correlated among them or not. Because, if all independent variables highly correlated among them, then it creates a low impact on the independent variable and our model will not be fit. In this test, we check two values one degree of tolerance and the second is VIF (variance inflation factor). To value of tolerance must be below +1 and in the above table all valued below +1 and VIF value must be below 10 and in this table value of all VIF below 10 (Yang & Lee, 2008; Johnston, Jones & Manley, 2018). So, we have no worry about the collinearity problem in our model. Our model is fit for further analysis.

Measurement Model

![Measurement Model](https://www.cribfb.com/journal/index.php/ijmri)
Table 6. Model Fit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METRIC</th>
<th>OBSERVED VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cmin/df</td>
<td>3.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCLOSE</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>.854</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to check the model is fit or not. We check the value of a few items in which, cm in difference, CFI (comparative fit index), GFI (Goodness of fit index), RMSEA (root mean square error of approximation) all the value compare with different threshold and concludes that our measurement model is fit for this study.

**Structural Equational Model**

![Figure 3. Structural Equational Model](image)

Table 7. Model Fit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METRIC</th>
<th>OBSERVED VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cmin/df</td>
<td>44.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCLOSE</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>.937</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also, do structural equation modeling to check the hypothesis. The values, who we already select in the measurement model, also check in this step and compare with different threshold especially (Hu & Bentler, 1999) and conclude that model is fit for our study.
Hypothesis Testing

In order to test the hypothesis, we check the values calculated in structural equation modeling. Weather, the hypothesis supports our study or not. Our first hypothesis is “There is significant relationship between referent price and customer satisfaction” The strength of this relation is .100 who is very weak and standard error is .054 who is also very low. So, there is no more problem of weakness in strength and finally, when I see the P-value of this relation who I took it .05. The P-value of this relation is .064 who is .064>.05. So, I conclude that there no significant relationship between referent price and satisfaction. It means the referent price does not important to get satisfaction. The second hypothesis is “There is significant relationship between referent price and customer anger”. The strength of this relation is .265, who is significant relation and standard error of this relation is .042, which is also good it means other factor does not create a significant impact on this relation. The P-value of this relation is .000 who is .000<.05. So, I conclude that there is a significant relationship between referent price and customer anger. It means if companies better monitor the referent price and form its policies accordingly, then customer anger can be removed. The third hypothesis of this study is “There is significant relationship between referent deservingness and customer anger” The strength of this relation is .068 who is the weak and standard error of this relation is .059 who is also very weak and P-value of this relation is .005. It means .005>.05. So, I conclude that there is significant relation between referent deservingness and customer anger. It means companies should try their level best in monitoring referent deservingness to remove customer anger. The fourth hypothesis of this study is “There is significant relationship between price fairness and customer anger”. The strength of this relation is .519 who is very strong relation and standard error is .039 it means other factor does not highly effects on this relation. The P-value of this relation is .000 who is .000<.05. It means there is a significant relationship between price fairness and customer anger. The fifth hypothesis of this study is “There is significant relationship between price fairness and satisfaction”. The strength of this relation is .523 who is very strong relation and standard error is only .06. So, there is no problem in this relation because the other factor impact is very weak. The P-value of this relation is .000 who is .000<.05. So, I conclude that there is a significant relationship between price fairness and satisfaction of the customer. The companies should form a pricing policy carefully because it does create a strong impact on customer satisfaction. The sixth hypothesis for this study is “There is significant relationship between customer anger and customer satisfaction”. The strength of this relation is .502 who is very strong relation and standard error is only .053. So, there is no problem in this relation, because the other factor impact is very weak. The P-value of this relation is .000 who is .000<.05. So, I conclude that there is a significant relationship between customer anger and satisfaction of the customer. The companies should try to eliminate the anger of customer in order to get customer satisfaction. The seventh hypothesis is “Customer anger mediates the relationship between referent price and customer satisfaction”. The direct effect of referent price on satisfaction is non-significant and the mediation of this hypothesis is significant the P-value of this hypothesis is .000<.05. So, I conclude that customer anger mediates the relation between referent price and satisfaction of customer. The referent price own does not significant impact on satisfaction. So, it means the customer anger fully mediate the relation. The 8th hypothesis is “Customer anger mediates the relationship between price fairness and customer satisfaction” The direct effect of price fairness on satisfaction is significant and the mediation of this hypothesis is significant the P-value of this hypothesis is .000<.05. So, I conclude that customer anger mediates the relation between price
fairness and satisfaction of customer. The referent price own significant impact on satisfaction. So, it means the customer anger partially mediate the relation. The $9^{th}$ hypotheses is “Customer anger mediates the relationship between referent deservingness and customer satisfaction” the mediation of this hypothesis is significant the P-value of this hypothesis is .000<.05. So, I conclude that customer anger mediates the relation between referent deservingness and satisfaction of customer.

**DISCUSSION**

The fast food industry is growing rapidly in these days especially after 2012 (Susilo, 2020). In this situation, they are facing a number of challenges, because fast food is not the primary food of customers. People like it due to new delicious taste; it takes little time for preparation and it charges a fair price (Lastner et al., 2019). But even now, a large number of people don’t like fast food, they depend on traditional food, because traditional food has a low price as compared to fast food, and it provides more energy to human body as compared to fast food (Suhud et al., 2020). The traditional market based on traditional food and places it earning a lot of revenue due to the attraction of national and international visitors (Suhud & Wibowo, 2016). But, the youngster and teenage people do not like it very much (Khokhar & Khokhar, 2020). Because, traditional food doesn’t have more delicious taste and it takes more time for preparation as compared to fast food. Due to this, a large number of big and small food corporations operate in fast food. They are creating fierce competition in the fast-food industry. People have a lot of choices in fast food and they choose those foods that are comparatively low cost and other customers also appraising it (Ahmed, Naseer, Asadullah, & Khan, 2020). There are a number of items in the fast-food industry and those items will become more popular, whose cost is low (Lastner et al., 2019), and existing customers provides favorable reviews for these items. So, in this situation, fast food industries have two major issues, who they should be solved at their priority. The first is the fair price that they should be charge for a product that should be low as compare to other products in the market and customers also perceiving that this product have a fair price (Susilo, 2020). In our study, we also prove that, referent and fair price is a very important factor in the fast-food industry. The second is the fast-food industry should eliminate negative factors from their business (Min, Joireman, & Kim, 2019). Due to these factors, customers become angry and they avoid transacting (Riquelme et al., 2019). For this purpose, fast food industry carefully study the psychology of customer regarding their services and list down all factors who creates a negative feeling in customer mind regarding the fast food industry services (Cheshin et al., 2018; Glikson et al., 2019). The customer experience is also becoming an opportunity for companies to change their operation (Watkinson, 2013). The fast-food industry also should keep an eye on existing customer’s reviews. When they make their policies regarding their operation especially for pricing, then they should also discuss the reviews of customers. The positive word of mouth of existing customers’ is very important for a new customer who involves in purchase decision (Trafialek et al., 2019). This study is very useful in fast food industry for all managerial level and academic literature. The data and their results are very useful for all fast food industry managers. Due to this study, they should be able to formulate effective policies regarding pricing and customer service. The research also has some limitations that we collect data only from 306 respondent and the respondent belonged to Lahore only, when this study will be conducted in any other industry with a different number of respondents, then the result must be different and may be more useful. The independent variable in this study is referent price, fair price and referent deservingness, but the future researcher may take customer service, product quality, perceived customer ethnicity, or any other independent
variable or change the position of the existing research model (Konuk, 2019). This research is
done in a non-contrived natural environment. If a future researcher makes artificial environments
for data collection, then the result may be different. In this study, I used the schedule
questionnaire technique, but if another technique for data collection will be used, then the result
must be altered and will be more useful. The background of this theory is equity theory of Adam
Stacy if another marketing theory just like market and exchange, stakeholder equity theory could
be applied on this research. So, there are the numbers of limitation and future implication lies on
this research, and this research give an open environment for study to future researcher.

CONCLUSION
This research based on consumers of the fast-food industry. In this study, we examine the
behavior of consumers regarding fast food industry policies regarding pricing and existing
customer’s reviews impact on new customers (Trafialek et al., 2019). The background theory of
this study is equity theory, who says that if input against any product or service justifies its
output as per customers’ perspective, then the customer satisfies through it and comes here in the
future, otherwise customer moves from there (Konuk, 2019). The fast-food industry should be
keep eye on existing customer’s reviews and all psychological factors of consumer behavior that
become a customer are angry. The price and customer review proves the core factor for
satisfying the customers in the fast food industry as per our estimation. The removal of negative
elements in fast food industry services is very important for reducing customer anger in order to
enhance satisfaction of customer.
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